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In this paper we analyze the problems of Assamese speakers learning Manipuri. 

Supportive data were collected from the teachers whose first language is Assamese 

language, who learn Manipuri at the North Eastern Regional Language Centre located in 

Guwahati, Assam. 

 

One of the problems that Assamese speakers face when they learn Manipuri is related to 

the difference in pronunciation and the number of segmental phonemes (vowels, 

diphthongs, and consonants) and supra-segmental phonemes (tone). This paper highlights 

only the problems created by the differences between the segmental phonemes (vowels, 

diphthongs and consonants) and supra-segmental phonemes, especially the tone.  

 

To analyze the pronunciation systems of Manipuri and Assamese, this paper looks at the 

orthographic systems of both the languages. 

 

The Orthographic Systems of Manipuri And Assamese  

     

Orthographically, according to the present Manipuri existing writing system (Bengali-

Assamese script), there are 14 vowel letters i.e., % %ç + < = > @ 9 A B C D %e %f 

(linguistically all of them can not be described as vowels), and 41 consonant letters i.e., Eõ 

F G H Iø $Jô $K÷ L Mõ AÕ $Oô Pö Qö $Rô S Tö U V Wý X Y Zõ [ý \ö ] ^ Ì[ý _ ¾ ` b a c÷ lù QÍö $RÍô Ì̂  #e #f #g d .  

However, Assamese uses 11 vowel letters i.e., % %ç + < = > @ A B C D and 41 
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consonants letters i.e., Eõ F G H Iø $Jô $K÷ L Mõ AÕ $Oô Pö Qö $Rô S Tö U V Wý X Y Zõ [ý \ö ] ^ » _ ¾ ` b 

a c÷ lù QÍö $RÍô Ì^ #e #f #g d . In the set of consonants, the letter » is used in different shape in 

Manipuri i.e., Ì[ý . This is similar to the Bengali letter. On the other hand, the Assamese 

letter ¾ is used in Manipuri while the same is not used in Bengali. So it can be said that, 

to a large extent, the script used in Manipuri writing system is the combination of Bengali 

and Assamese scripts.   

 

Differences in Pronunciation of Letters Cause Some Difficulties 

 

Not only the above differences in the number and shapes of letters but also the 

differences in the pronunciation system of vowels and consonants cause difficulties to 

Assamese speakers learning Manipuri. 

 

Manipuri speakers pronounce the consonants with the inherent vowel % // (mid, central, 

unrounded vowel). However, Assamese speakers pronounce the consonants with the 

inherent vowel %’ // (lower-mid back rounded vowel). For this reason, Manipuri word  

Eõ×Ì[ý /kri/ ‘what’ is pronounced as /kri/ by the Assamese speakers.   

 

Another problem relates to the pronunciation of Manipuri verbal noun forms. For 

example, Jôç[ýç /cab/ ‘eat’ is written with the matra #ç /a/ in the final position, although it 

is not pronounced. But the learners read this as /caba/. On the other hand, when a 

derivative suffix is added the matra #ç is deleted. For example, Jôç[ýVGÝ  /cabdgi/ ‘from 

eating’. This matra #ç deletion for making a derivative word is a big problem in writing 

and reading for the Assamese learners. They always tend to write it without the matra #ç 

(deletion process).  
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There is an exception of matra #ç deletion process that is, the matra #ç is pronounced in 

the final position of a word. For example,  =Xç /una/ ‘leaf’, =XçGÝ /unagi/ ‘of leaf’, ]Jôç 

/mca/ ‘small’, ]JôçVÇ /mcadu/ ‘that small’ etc. 

 

At present, there is no use of #Ë (halanta) for the unreleased sound in the Manipuri 

writing system. Instead of using halanta #Ë a matra #ç is used with the released sound to 

differentiate it from the unreleased sounds. These processes of writing become very 

problematic to the L2 learners.  

 

Sounds of Spoken Manipuri 

  

Spoken Manipuri has 48 speech sounds or phonemes (inclusive of suprasegmental 

phonemes). There are 24 consonants, 6 vowels and their tone counterparts, namely, high 

and low (12 speech sounds), and 6 diphthongs and their tone counterparts, namely, high 

and low (12 speech sounds).  

 

The tone variations, high and low, are not represented with any diacritic marks in the 

orthographic design. The letters of Bengali-Assamese’s short and long vowels are used to 

represent the Manipuri tone system. This practice is not so scientific. For example: 

 

Graphemes Representation of Tone system 

+, ×#  Low tone 

<, #Ý  High tone 

Ì^   High tone (as a counterpart of low tone +) (not in the initial 

syllable of a word)  

=, #Ç  Low tone  
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C High tone (as a counterpart of low tone =) (not in the initial 

syllable of a word)  

>, #É  High tone  

 

The first three make one set of tone counterparts and the last three make another set of 

tone counterparts to represent the tone system in Manipuri. On the other hand, rest of the 

graphemes for vowels, %, %ç, #ç, A, å#, B, é#, C, å#ç, and D, å#ì have no counterparts to 

represent the tone system. So, to comprehend the speech sound of Manipuri 

pronunciation, a lot of practice is needed.  

 

In comparison to Manipuri language, Assamese language has 23 consonants and 8 

vowels and 2 diphthongs but there is no tone system.  

 

A comparative chart of Manipuri and Assamese Vowel qualities is given below: 

 

Manipuri vowels    Assamese vowels 

 
 /i/ (High, front, unrounded) /i/ (High, front, unrounded) 

/e/ (Mid, front, unrounded) /e/ (Higher-mid, front, unrounded) 

 /o/ (Mid, back, rounded)  /o/ (Mid, back, rounded) 

 /u/ (High, back, rounded)  /u/ (High, back, rounded) 

 /a/ (Low, central, unrounded) /a/ (Low, central, unrounded) 

 // (Mid, central, unrounded) *  

 *     // (Lower-mid, back rounded) 

 *     // (Low, back, half-rounded) 

 *     // (Lower-mid, front, unrounded) 

* stands for no counterpart.  
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The first five vowels /i/, /e/, /o/, /u/, and /a/ are similar to Manipuri and Assamese. 

Having difference in the number of vowels and vowel qualities between the two 

languages, many problems are created for Assamese speakers while learning Manipuri.  

 

Some More Specific Problems with Vowels 

 

One big problem is that the mid-central unrounded vowel // is not used in Assamese.  

So, Assamese speakers have difficulty in pronouncing this vowel at the word level, if 

they have not done exhaustive practice. Instead of this vowel, they usually use // in the 

initial and // in the medial and final position of a syllable or a word. In other words, the 

Assamese vowel // and // are used to represent Manipuri vowel // depending on the 

position of the word. The initial // in a syllable is represented by // and if it occurs in 

the medial and final position of a syllable or a word it is represented by //. The 

Assamese vowel // is used to represent Manipuri vowel /e/ in the medial position of a 

word.  

 

A Comparative Reading Styles of Manipuri and Assamese Vowels 

   

  Manipuri Reading  Assamese Reading 

 %  soro-o /     

 %ç  soro-a / a   a 

 +  rs-i / i   rhrs-i 

 <  dirg-i / i›   dirgh-i 

 =  rs-u /u   rhrs-u 

 >  dirg-u / u›   dirgh-u 
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 @  rsri /ri   ri 

 9  dirgri /ri   * 

 A  e    e 

 B  j    i 

 C  o    o 

 D  ou    u 

 %e  soro-o nusar  * 

 %f  soro-o birsago   * 

 

In this paper two Manipuri vowel // and /e/ and three Assamese vowels //, // and // 

are discussed exhaustively since these vowels create maximum problems to the learners. 

 

Examples: 

     // 

 %Zõ[ýç     /phb/ ‘good’ is pronounced by Assamese as /phb/ 

 %äJôì[ýç    /cwb/ ‘big’ is pronounced   ,, as /cwb/ 

 %`çe[ýç   /sab/ ‘long’ is pronounced   ,, as /sab/ 

 %ãTöX[ýç   /tenb/ ‘short’ is pronounced   ,, as /tenb/ 

  

     /e/ 

 æ$Jô     /ce/  ‘paper’ is pronounced by Assamese as /ce/ 

 å_X     /len/  ‘hail’ is pronounced   ,, as /ln/ 
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 åTöX     /ten/  ‘bow’ is pronounced   ,, as /tn/ 

 ]ãTöe     /mte/ ‘help’ is pronounced   ,, as /mt/ 

 åÌ^e[ýç    /yeb/ ‘watch’ is pronounced  ,, as /yb/  

 

The Manipuri vowel /e/ is pronounced as it is by Assamese speaker if it occurs in the 

initial or final position of a word. However, if it occurs in the medial position of a word, 

then it is pronounced like //.  

 

One common problem for Assamese speakers learning Manipuri is that they are unable to 

produce isolated vowel syllable in the word final position. For example: 

 _çEõ+   /lak-i/  ‘has come’ is pronounced as    /laki/ 

 TöçEõ+   /tak-i/  ‘has taugh’ is pronounced as    /taki/ 

 _çEõ=   /lak-u/  ‘come (command)’ is pronounced as    /laku/ 

 TöçEõ=  /tak-u/  ‘teach (command)’ is pronounced as    /taku/ 

 

Manipuri Diphthongs 

 

Another problem faced by Assamese learners is diphthongs. In Manipuri there are six 

diphthongs and their six tone counterparts. They are, j, w, aw, aj, oj, and uj. But in 

Assamese, Phonemically there are no diphthongs although /i e o u/ form phonetic 

diphthongs in unstressed position after another vowel, or in between vowels. (Goswami, 

Golockchandra 1982 : 118).  In his book he used the term vowel cluster predominantly. 

He further says that there are nineteen two-vowel clusters that form two syllable nuclei in 

all occurrences:  /ie  i  ia  i  i  a    a  a  a/ and, /  oe  oa  o  o ue  ua  u  

u/. According to him, there may be clusters even with five vowels in Assamese. 
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Among the six Manipuri diphthongs, two pose great problems to Assamese speakers. 

These are  /j/ and /w/. 

     /j/ 

 é_ /lj/ ‘flower’ is pronounced by Assamese as  /lj/ 

 éEõ  /kj/ ‘tiger’ is pronounced as ,,  /kj/ 

 è$Jô /cj›/ ‘stick’ is pronounced as ,,  /cj/ 

 éc÷ /hj ›/ ‘fruit’ is pronounced as  ,,  /hj/ 

 é] /mj ›/ ‘fire’ is pronounced as ,,  /mj/ 

  

     /w/ 

 å_ì[ýç /lw›b/ ‘to take’ is pronounced as /lwb/ 

 åYì[ýç /pw›b/ ‘coarse’ is pronounced as /pwb/ 

 åEõì[ýç /kwb/ ‘to call’ is pronounced as /kwb/ 

 åc÷ì[ýç /hwb/ ‘to start’ is pronounced as /hwb/ 

 åTöì[ýç /twb/ ‘to do’ is pronounced as /twb/  

 

However, the other four Manipuri diphthongs aw, aj, oj, and uj are pronounced as a 

vowel sequence by the Assamese speaker. For example, 

   /aw/ 

 Yç= /paw/   ‘news’ is pronounced as  /pa-u/ 

 Fç=  /khaw/  ‘bag’ is pronounced as /kha-u/ 
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   /aj/ 

Yç+  /paj/  ‘read’ is pronounced as  /pa-i/ 

Töç+  /taj/  ‘listened’ is pronounced as   /ta-i/ 

   /oj/ 

C+  /oj/  ‘left’ is pronounced as  /o-i/ 

åc÷ç+  /hoj/  ‘yes’ is pronounced as  /ho-i/ 

   /uj/ 

§+  /huj/  ‘dog’ is pronounced as /hu-i/ 

ZÇõ+  /phuj/  ‘beat’ is pronounced as /phu-i/ 

 

Problems Caused by Tones 

 

Another problem faced by Assamese speakers learning Manipuri is tone. Tone is very 

prominent in Manipuri language. Tone is a phonetic or phonological unit belonging to a 

set distinguished or primarily distinguished by levels of or by changes in pitch. 

(Matthews, P. H. 1997).  

 

Traditional orthography system using Bengali-Assamese script used to identify the 

tonemes: high tone and low tone by using different sets of vowels, namely, long and short 

vowels and semivowels. For example, 

 

×]    /mi/ ‘spider’ (low tone)  ]Ý    /mi ›/ ‘man’ (high tone) 

Yç+[ýç   /pajb/ ‘to fly’ (low tone) YçÌ̂ [ýç   /paj ›b/ ‘to hold’ (high tone) 

YÇ[ýç   /pub/ ‘to carry’ (low tone) YÉ[ýç   /pu ›b/ ‘to borrow’ (high tone) 
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Sometimes this practice is not scientific in some cases. For example, Yç[ýç /pab/ ‘to read’ 

(low tone) and Yç[ýç /pa ›b/ ‘thin’ (high tone). These two words have same spelling but 

different tones and meanings. Some other examples are;  

 

1. a. Töç[ýç   /tab/  ‘to fall’ 

b. Töç[ýç   /ta›b/  ‘to listen’   

 

2. a. _çEõYç  /lakp/   ‘to come’ 

b. _çEõYç   /la›kp/   ‘to snatch’ 

 

3. a. é_[ýç   /ljb/   ‘to live’ 

b. é_[ýç   /lj›b/     ‘to buy’   

 

Like the above examples, Manipuri language has 6 vowels and their tone counterparts 

and 6 diphthongs and their tone counterparts. A learner, thus, should know the tone 

system and word meaning. 

 

Problems Regarding Consonants 

 

There are twenty four consonant phonemes in Manipuri. On the other hand, there are 

twenty three consonant phonemes in the Standard Colloquial Assamese. (Goswami, 

Golockchandra  1982 : 31) Consonant charts of Manipuri and Assamese are: 
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MANIPURI CONSONANTS CHART 

 

Bilabial Alveolar Palatal  Velar  Glottal 

vl.      vd. vl.      vd. vl.      vd. vl.      vd. vl.      vd. 

 

Unaspirated p        b t         d c Ô k        g 

Aspirated ph      bh th       dh  Ôh kh      gh

Spirants     s              h 

Nasals            m           n                  

Lateral              l 

Trill              r 

Approximant          w     j 

 

 

ASSAMESE CONSONANTS CHART 

 

Bilabial Alveolar Palatal  Velar  Glottal 

vl.      vd. vl.      vd. vl.      vd. vl.      vd. vl.      vd. 

 

Unaspirated p        b t         d   k        g 

Aspirated ph      bh th       dh   kh      gh

Spirants   s         z   x   h 

Nasals            m           n                  

Lateral              l 

Trill              r 

Approximant          w     j 

 
 The manner of uttering consonants is quite different between the two languages. Thus, it 

creates pronunciation problems for the Assamese speakers learning Manipuri. Generally, 
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consonants are pronounced with inherent vowel // in Manipuri while Assamese use an 

inherent vowel //. (Traditionally some people read Manipuri words using Assamese 

reading style, using the inherent vowel /o/ but it does not coincide with the actual 

pronunciation of the language. 

 

A Comparative Reading Styles of Manipuri and Assamese Consonants 

 

  Manipuri reading  Assamese reading 

 Eõ  k    k 

 F  kh    kh  

 G  g    g 

 H  gh    gh 

 Iø      u 

 Jô  c    prthm s  

 K÷  s    diti s 

 L  brgÔ/Ôh   brgi z 

 Mõ  Ôhh    zh   

 AÕ  niy    niy 

 Oô  t    murdhniy t 

 Pö  th    murdhniy th 

 Qö  d    murdhniy d 

 Rô  dhh    murdhniy dh 

 S  murdhniy   murdhniy n 

 Tö  t    dntiy t 

 U  th    dntiy th 
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 V  d    dntiy d 

 Wý  dhh    dntiy dh 

 X  n    dntiy n  

 Y  p    p 

 Zõ  ph    ph 

 [  b    b 

 \ö  bh    bh 

 ]  m    m 

 ^  ntstÔh/Ôh   untst z  

 Ì[ý  ntstr/r   r 

 _  l    l 

 ¾  wa    ub b 

 `  talabis/s   talib s  

 b  mundhys   murdhiniy s 

 a  dandes   dnty s 

 c÷  h    h 

 lù  khiy    khiy 

 QÍö  dorbindu   dybindu r 

 RÍô  dorbinduh   dhybindu r 

 Ì̂   ntsty/y   untest iy 

 #e  nusar   anusar 

 #f  bisarg   bixorg 

 #g  candabindu   cndrbindu 
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 d  khanttt   khntiy t   

 

The above reading style of Manipuri consonant phonemes is also sometimes pronounced 

Eõ as ko, F as kho, etc. by some people, but it is the blind imitation of Bengali-Assamese 

reading style and it is not supported by Manipuri word writing and reading styles. These 

reading styles are also not exactly same as in Bengali-Assamese because they are read as 

Eõ as k, F as kh etc.  

 

At the time of word reading, the inherent vowel is dropped when a secondary symbol or 

another vowel is added in Manipuri as well as in Assamese. In the case of Assamese, 

inherent vowel is retained in word final position to certain exceptions (Baruah, P.N. 

Dutta, 1992). On the other hand, in the case of Manipuri, if consonants /p, t, k, m, n, , l/ 

occur in a syllable or word final position without any secondary symbol, then it becomes 

half sound (except in loan words), which means an unreleased sound. 

 

Productive Nature of Consonants in the Initial Position 

 

In Assamese, all consonants except /, w, j/ occur in the initial position of a word. 

However, the use of these phonemes in the initial position is very productive in Manipuri. 

The production of /, w, j/ phonemes in the initial position is a big problem for Assamese 

people.  

 

The difficulties of producing these phonemes in the initial position can be analyzed as 

follows: 

In Assamese velar nasal voiced // does not occur in the initial position of a word but it 

occurs in medial and final positions. If // occurs in the word initial position, there is a 

mispronunciation.  Assamese speakers produce the sound as u, n or . For example; 
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 Word  Manipuri pronunciation  Pronunciation made   Gloss 

by Assamese  

 Iø×a  /si/    /nsi/ or /si/    ‘today 

 IøÌ[ýçe  /ra/   /nra/    ‘yesterday’ 

 Iøç  /a/    /ua/    ‘fish’ 

 

In Assamese /j/ does not occur in the initial position of a word but in medial and final 

positions. So, mispronunciation is found if /j/ occurs in the word initial position. 

Assamese speakers utter the sound as u, a or . For example; 

 Word  Manipuri pronunciation  Pronunciation made   Gloss 

by Assamese  

 Ì^Ç]  /jum/    /um/    ‘house’ 

 Ì^ç¶oöç  /jamn/   /amna/    ‘many’ 

 ÌåÌ^çe  /jo/    //    ‘monkey’ 

 

Manipuri ¾ /w/ does not occur in Assamese words in the initial position but in medial and 

final positions. If ¾ /w/ occurs in the word initial position there is a mispronunciation.  

Assamese speakers produce the sound as b or w. For example,  

 Word  Manipuri pronunciation  Pronunciation made   Gloss  

by Assamese  

 ¾ç /wa/ /ba/ or /wa/  ‘word, 

 ¾çÌ[ýÝ /wari/ /bari/ or /wari/  ‘story’ 

 ¾ç+ /waj/ /bai/ or /wai/  ‘husk’ 
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Difficulties with Graphemes 

 

On the other hand, the phonetic value of the following graphemes is different between 

Manipuri and Assamese. So it is a problem to Assamese speakers learning Manipuri. 

  

The grapheme $Jô /c/ is pronounced as /s/ by the Assamese. Thus the pronunciation of $Jô /c/ 

always make a problem to Assamese trainee learning Manipuri. For example,  

 Word  Manipuri pronunciation  Pronunciation made   Gloss 

by Assamese  

 JôdYç ctp /stp/  ‘to go’ 

 Jôe[ýç cb /sb/  ‘to enter’ 

 æJôçdYç cotp /sotp/  ‘to be wet’  

 

In this manner Assamese people write ×Jôã]³Oô /sIment/ for the word ‘cement’, but if we 

write it in Manipuri writing style, it will be ×aã]³Oô /sIment/. Another example is æ$Jô_ÇX 

/slu˘n/ for ‘saloon’ in Assamese, and Manipuri writing style is åa_ÇX /slu˘n/. æ$JôYä$Oô¶‘ö» 

/septembr/ for ‘September’ in Assamese, and Manipuri writing style is åaYä$Oô¶‘öÌ[ý 

/septembr/.  

  

Manipuri palatal fricative voiceless sound a, `, b /s/ is pronounced as velar fricative 

sound /x/ by the Assamese. For example,  

 Word  Manipuri pronunciation  Pronunciation made   Gloss 

by Assamese  

 `Xç= /snaw/ /xnau/  ‘calf’ 

 aXç /sna/ /xna/  ‘gold’ 

 ]`ç /msa/ /mxa/  ‘body’ 

 a¶ö‚ïç /srma/ /xrma/  ‘a title’  
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Manipuri palatal plosive voiced sound L /Ô/ is pronounced as alveolar fricative voiced 

sound /z/ by the Assamese. For example: 

 Word  Manipuri pronunciation  Pronunciation made   Gloss 

by Assamese  

 LãGç+ /Ôgoj/ /zgoj/  ‘dance’ 

 _ç+L /lajÔ/ /lajz/  ‘water’ 

 FÇLç+ /khuÔaj/ /khuzaj/  ‘glass’ 

  

Phonological Problems Faced by Assamese Speakers Learning Manipuri 

 

The following points are the main problems made by Assamese speaker learning 

Manipuri. 

1. Unable to use Manipuri inherent mid-central unrounded vowel // in the 

production of consonants. Tendency to pronounce with inherent lower mid back 

rounded vowel //.  

2. Unable to pronounce Manipuri mid-central unrounded vowel // in isolation. 

Tendency to replace it by lower-mid back rounded vowel //. 

3. Unable to pronounce mid-front unrounded vowel /e/ in the medial position of a 

syllable. Tendency to replace it by lower-mid front unrounded vowel //. 

4. Unable to pronounce isolated vowel syllable in the word final position. 

5. Unable to pronounce some diphthongs. Tendency to replace by vowel sequence. 

6. Unable to pronounce //, /w/ and /j/ in the initial position. 

7. Grapheme /c/ is pronounced as /s/. 

8. Grapheme /s/ is pronounced as /x/ in the initial position. 

9. Unable to pronounce unreleased consonant in the final position of a syllable or a 

word, since the orthographic representation is not so scientific to represent the 

unreleased sound. 
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10. Unable to differentiate between high and low tone. Tendency to replace these tone 

variation by short and long vowels. 
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